This paper deals with multi-lingual dialogue act (DA) recognition. The proposed approaches are based on deep neural networks and use word2vec embeddings for word representation. Two multi-lingual models are proposed for this task. The first approach uses one general model trained on the embeddings from all available languages. The second method trains the model on a single pivot language and a linear transformation method is used to project other languages onto the pivot language. The popular convolutional neural network and LSTM architectures with different set-ups are used as classifiers. To the best of our knowledge this is the first attempt at multi-lingual DA recognition using neural networks. The multi-lingual models are validated experimentally on two languages from the Verbmobil corpus.
Introduction
Nowadays, the importance of multi-lingual and cross-lingual natural language processing (NLP) methods is still growing. Another important research direction is the usage of deep neural networks that learn parameters implicitly and do not require manual feature engineering. Both research directions respectively help to significantly reduce the amount of human annotation efforts and improve the applicability of the models to various corpora and contexts. Many researchers have proposed multi-lingual approaches based on neural networks for a wide spectrum of NLP tasks, including document classification [1] , named entity recognition [2] and semantic role labelling [3] . Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, research in the multi-lingual automatic DA recognition field is scarce.
DA recognition is an important step in dialogue understanding and it plays a pivotal role in dialogue management [4] . Any improvement in this task may increase the performance of the whole dialogue system. In this paper we propose and compare several methods for multi-lingual and cross-lingual DA recognition. The methods utilize deep neural networks and word2vec embeddings are used for word representation. The first approach trains one general model on annotated DAs from all available languages. This model is thus able to perform DA recognition in multiple languages simultaneously. The second method trains the model only on one language and crosslinguality is achieved by a linear semantic space transformation.
We employ two standard neural network topologies with different set-ups, namely the convolutional neural network (CNN) and the long short-term memory (LSTM), and we compare and evaluate them on the Verbmobil corpus [5] . Implementations of all presented methods are publicly available for research purposes.
Related Work
Traditional DA recognition methods usually create complex handcrafted features using one of, or a combination of the following types of information:
• lexical and syntactic information
• prosodic information
• dialogue history Several lexical models are proposed including Bayesian approaches such as n-gram language models [6, 7, 8] and also non-Bayesian methods -semantic classification trees [9] , transformation-based learning (TBL) [10] or memory-based learning [11] . Syntactic features that are created using a full parse tree are considered for instance in [12] . Prosodic information is often used to provide additional clues to recognize DAs as presented for instance in [13] . Dialogue history (the sequence of DAs) can been used to predict the most probable next dialogue act and it can be modeled for example by hidden Markov models [7] or Bayesian networks [14] .
Nowadays, DA recognition is often realized with simple word features and sophisticated neural models including popular CNNs and an LSTM. The features are represented by word embeddings provided by word2vec [15] or glove [16] . Both word2vec and glove are used in [17] where a CNN (or an LSTM) is used to create a vector representing a DA. This vector is then fed into a feed forward network utilized for classification. The experiments on several DA corpora have shown that the CNN performs slightly better than the LSTM in this case. Another approach using only raw word forms as an input is presented in [18] . The LSTM with word2vec embeddings is used to model the DA structure as well as for DA prediction with very good results. A similar LSTM model with word2vec embeddings has been also proposed for DA recognition in [19] . The authors experimented with different embedding sizes and network hyper-parameters. Duran et al. [20] propose new features called "probabilistic word embeddings" which are based on word distribution across DA-set. The experiments show that these features perform slightly better than word2vec.
The above mentioned approaches are mainly evaluated on English language using Switchboard (SwDA) [21] or Meeting Recorder Dialog Act (MRDA) [22] corpora. Some methods are tested on Spanish (see DIHANA [23] corpus), Czech [24] , French [25] or on German (see Verbmobil [4] corpus) languages.
These corpora are annotated according to different annotation schemes and they contain different DA labels, although relevant efforts towards a standardization of DA annotations have been made [26] . Their direct usage for multi-lingual DA recognition is difficult, because a mapping between the different tagsets is required. To the best of our knowledge, only the Verbmobil corpus contains a large enough number of annotated dialogues in multiple languages. Mapping DA annotations that are both satisfactory from the linguistic point of view and easily usable computationally is challenging and complex, therefore we have thus chosen the robust and well-known Verbmobil corpus in our experiments.
Multi-lingual DA Recognition
This section starts by describing the two methods we use to achieve multi-linguality. The neural network architectures are described next.
Multi-lingual Model
Let L = {L1, L2, ..., LM } be a set of languages with available annotated DAs and TL i be the set of DAs for language Li.
Pooling together all of these labels into a single set
enables to train a multi-lingual classifier that assigns to any input text in any language Li ∈ L a single label from T. Such a model is able to recognize DAs in arbitrarily many languages but it is necessary to retrain the model when a new language is added.
Cross-lingual Model
The cross-lingual model relies on a semantic space transformation. It is indeed possible to transform the lexical semantic space of any language so that word representations of similar concepts in different languages are close. Based on our previous work [27] we chose the canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [28] method. It is a technique for multivariate data analysis and dimensionality reduction, which quantifies the linear associations between a pair of random vectors. It can be used for a transformation of one semantic space to another.
The DA recognition model is trained on a single pivot language. The test examples from any language are then projected into the target pivot language. It thus allows classifying DAs in any language from within the transformed semantic space. Retraining the DA recognition model is not necessary when a new language is considered.
DA Representation
Word2vec embeddings are used to encode word semantics. For the cross-lingual scenario, we create a vocabulary V of the |V | most frequent words in the pivot language used for training. In the multi-lingual case the vocabulary is shared and consists of the union of the vocabularies of all available languages.
In order to benefit from parallel GPU processing, the input texts have a constant length W . Therefore, utterances that are longer than W words are truncated, while utterances with less words are padded. The input to each proposed neural network model is either a sequence of W vocabulary indexes, when the word embedding matrix is considered as part of the model's parameters; or directly a sequence of W embedding vectors when these embeddings are considered as constant.
The advantage of the former input is the possibility to finetune the word vectors, while the latter option allows us to use the transformed semantic spaces seamlessly.
Neural Network Topologies

Convolutional Neural Networks
We use two CNN networks with different configurations. The first one is the model presented in [27] where it was used for document classification. We have modified the size of the convolutional kernels to adapt them to the dialogue acts domain. In such a domain, we usually work with much shorter inputs so we use a smaller kernel -(4, 1) as shown in Figure 1 . We use 40 convolutional kernels with relu activation. A final fully-connected layer after the convolutional one consists of 256 neurons, which are further concatenated with the previous vector when we consider the history (the previous DA). We use categorical cross-entropy as a loss function and softmax activation in the output layer. We refer to this architecture as CNN1.
The second configuration follows Kim [29] . It uses three sizes of convolutional kernels -(3, EM B), (4, EM B) and (5, EM B) where EM B is the embedding dimensionality. 100 kernels of each size are computed simultaneously and their outputs are merged and fed into a fully connected layer. The final layer is the same as in the previous case. We refer to this model as CNN2.
Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory
The second approach exploits a Bidirectional LSTM layer. The representation of the input and the embedding layer are the same as for the CNNs. The core of this model is the Bi-LSTM layer with 100 units (i.e. 200 units in total for both directions). The word embedding representation of the input (with 15×300 size) is fed into the Bi-LSTM layer, which outputs a single vector of 200 dimensions. This vector is then concatenated with the predicted dialogue act class of the previous sentence encoded in the form of a one-hot-vector. If the dialogue act has no history (e.g. initial dialogue act), a zero vector is used. The output layer has a softmax activation function. Figure 2 shows 
Multi-lingual Verbmobil Corpus
This corpus [5] was created within the Verbmobil project the goal of which was the development of a mobile application for translation of spontaneous dialogues. It is composed of English, German as well as Japanese dialogues, however our version downloaded from LDC 1 contains only English and German utterances annotated with DA labels. Therefore, we evaluate the proposed approaches on English and German. Statistical information about this corpus is depicted in Table 1 . This dataset is annotated with 42 dialogue acts, which are grouped into the 16 following classes: feedback, greet, inform, suggest, init, close, request, deliberate, bye, commit, thank, politeness formula, backchannel, introduce, defer and offer.
The corpus is very unbalanced. In both languages, there are four dominant DAs (namely feedback, suggest, inform, request) 1 https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/ which represent almost 80% of the corpus size. Figure 3 shows the DA distribution in the German training part. A similar distribution is obtained on the English corpus. 
Experimental Set-up
We use word2vec vectors trained on the English and German Wikipedia to initialize the word embeddings in our models. Sentences are truncated or padded to 15 words in all experiments. The vocabulary size is set to 10,000.
We evaluate all models with and without information from the dialogue history, which consists of the dialogue act that has been predicted at the previous sentence.
Although most related works use the accuracy (Acc) measure, we further compute the F1 score (macro), because the corpus is unbalanced and therefore the F1 score is more relevant. We run all experiments 10 times and the results are averaged.
Multi-lingual Model Results
This series of experiments shows results of the multi-lingual model presented in Section 3.1. Table 2 reports the performance of the models with static word2vec embeddings while Table 3 presents the results with fine-tuned embeddings. These tables show that, generally, fine-tuning word2vec embeddings does not bring any improvement for DA recognition. The relatively high differences between the accuracy and F1 score are caused by the significant corpus unbalances. Another interesting observation is that the dialogue history helps for DA recognition in all but a few cases and that the best neural classifier is the Bi-LSTM network. Table 4 shows the results of the cross-lingual model presented in Section 3.2. The scores of the cross-lingual model are significantly lower than the scores of the multi-lingual methods reported in Tables 2 and 3 . The best reported accuracy is obtained by the Bi-LSTM network and it is close to 60% when we use the German part of the corpus for training (pivot language) and the English dataset for testing. Low F1 score occurred because of the poor results of infrequent DAs, which do not impact much the accuracy values. The lower results for the English → German direction can be explained by the significantly smaller Table 5 compares the performances of the proposed models with several state-of-the-art systems. Method Acc % n-grams + complex features [6] 74.7 TBL + complex features [10] 71.2 ME + BoW features 49.1 LSTM + w2vec features [18] 74.0 CNN + w2vec features (proposed) 74.5 Bi-LSTM + w2vec features (proposed) 74.9
Cross-lingual Model Results
Comparison with Related Work
We only consider in these experiments our mono-lingual English models, because we have not found any cross-or multilingual results in the literature about dialog act recognition to compare with. First, we report the results of traditional featureengineering methods, which combine a rich set of handcrafted features with dialogue history using Bayesian n-gram [6] or TBL classifier [10] . These methods have obtained the best score on the Verbmobil corpus so far.
We further implemented another baseline that uses a maximum entropy (ME) classifier with simple bag of words (BoW) features. Then, we show the results of our previous LSTM system [18] , which uses only simple word level features and word tokens from the previous dialogue act. The results of our approaches are presented in the last two lines of this table.
Although we have done our best to replicate the same experimental set-up as in the related works, some doubts subsist, because the training/testing splits are not available. Therefore, the reported results of the first two methods may not be precisely compared with the others. However, we can still conclude that the performance of our methods is comparable with the state of the art.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed and compared several methods for multi-lingual and cross-lingual DA recognition based on deep neural networks. The first approach builds one general model that is trained on the embeddings from all available languages, while the second one trains the model only on one pivot language and cross-lingual projection is achieved by the CCA transform method. We have compared and evaluated two different CNN configurations and one Bi-LSTM on the Verbmobil corpus with English and German DAs.
We have shown that the multi-lingual model significantly outperforms the cross-lingual approach. Another advantage of the multi-lingual model is that it does not need language detection. However, the multi-lingual model is less flexible and may not scale easily to many languages, because retraining is necessary when adding new languages. We have further shown that fine-tuning of word2vec embeddings does not bring any improvement in Verbmobil. We have confirmed that the dialogue history is beneficial for DA recognition in almost all cases and that the best neural classifier is the Bi-LSTM network. We have also compared our approaches with several state-of-the-art methods in mono-lingual scenario and concluded that the performance of our methods is comparable with the state of the art.
The generic approaches depicted in this work may be improved in many ways, e.g., by exploiting contextual word embeddings, transformer-based encoders and by annotating more languages. In the short term, it would also be interesting to improve the multi-lingual model by better handling words that have the same form across languages.
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